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Within the past two decades, there have been many
Investigations involving molecular orbital. (MO)
calculations. MO calculations play an Important role in
qualitatively and quantitatively describing the structure
and chemical properties of molecules.
These MO calculations have been carried out on large
and expensive computer systems. These computer systems are
frequently out of the economic range of chemists in small
laboratories, and in the educational domain. In an effort
to widen the general accessibility of such powerful
computational tools and to provide the educational realm
with the advantages offered by MO calculation programs, two
such programs were Investigated. This research describes in
detail the adaptation of two MO programs, GINDO and MNDO,
and one support program, COORD, to a small, inexpensive
computer system. Accurate results are obtained fairly
quickly.
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MOLECULAR ORBITAL CACULATION METHODS
Since the origin of quantum mechanics, molecular
orbital theory calculations have proven to be an useful tool
for describing chemical systems. Molecular orbital theory
calculations are of. two general types initio and
semlempirleal. With semiempirleal calculations experimental
data or parameters are incorporated into calculations. In
contrast a^ Initio calculations use no experimental data in
the calculations.
An example of a semiempirical MO theory is the Huckel
method which uses a one-electron Hamiltonian and takes the
bond integrals (often called the resonance Integral) as
adjustable parameters rather than quantities to be
calculated theoretically; the Hartree-Fock self-consistent
field calculation would be an example of the ajb initio
method.
Quantum mechanics gives an exact description of an one-
electron system, such as a hydrogen atom, but for many-
electron systems only approximations are possible. From
classical mechanics we find that the total energy of a
system is the sum of the kinetic energy (T) and the
potential energy function, (V).
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The Schroedlnger equation replaces the kinetic energy
term and potential energy function with linear operators;
resulting in an equation of the form,
[T + V]iJ; = E\p (2)
The wavefunction tj) describes the spatial probability of all
particles of the system characterized by the potential
energy operator, V. For an one-electron atomic system of
nuclear charge Ze, for example hydrogen,
V = - Ze2 r-1 (3)
where r is the distance of the electron from the nucleus
and e is the unit of electronic charge. The kinetic energy
for the same system is given as
T = -h2 v2 (4)
8 ir2 m
where h is Planck's constant, m the electronic mass and
V2 = 32 + gZ + 32
3x^ 3y^ 3z2
in Cartesian coordinates.
Substituting equations (3) and (4) in (2),the Schroedinger
equation for the hydrogen atom becomes
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[-h2 V2 - ^2] 4, = E\|; (5)
Sir^ r
where the Hamiltonian operator is
H = [-h2 V2 - Ze2]
Sir^ r
For a many-e1ectr0n system having N nuclei and n














where is the mass of nucleus A; m and e are
electronic mass and charge, respectively; Z^e is the charge
on nucleus A, and r^j^j is the distance between particles i
and j. The indices A and B are summations over atomic
nuclei and indices p and q are summations over
electrons* From the Born-Oppenheimer approximation the














Molecular orbitals can be represented by a linear
combination of atomic functions,
'f'i ® ^li ‘^*1 ^2i *t’2 ^3i <l>3 + • • • (8)
where are numerical coefficients that can be real or
complex; this expansion is known as the linear combination
of atomic orbitals (LCAO). We can write the solution to the
Schroedinger equation for an one-electron atomic system in
the form,
$(r,<|.,9) = R^l(r) Yi^(9,i.) (9)
where r, <|) , and 9 are the spherical polar coordinates
centered on the nucleus. Yinj(9,(J)) are known as the spherical
harmonics.
- 9i„(e) , (10)
where
ei„(9) = [ (21 + 1) (1 - m)! p
2(1 + m)! Im
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with the (cos <|)) being associated Legendre polynomials.
P, (cos <j>) = sin_ 0 d^'^(sin^^9)“
(d cos"0)T--fln
The spherical harmonics are dependent on the quantum numbers
1 and m. The quantum number 1 , known as the azimuthal
quantum number, may have the integer values 0, 1, 2, 3....
The magnetic quantum number, m may take (21 +1) values for
a given 1. The atom!c orbitals are labeled by letter
according to 1. As 1 varies from 1= 0, 1, 2, 3 the
assignments s, p, d, and f are made, respectively.
R^j^(r) is the radial part of the atomic functions.
R^2^(r) are polynomials in the radial distance r multiplied
by a decaying exponential e , where 5 is the orbital
exponent. The for H have radial nodes. A simpler
analytical form for Rni^’^) was proposed by Slater for atoms
other than H. These are nodeless functions and are known as
Slater-type orbitals, (STO). The Slater orbitals are the
atomic orbitals used in many LCAO methods and are used in
the programs CINDO and MNDO. The Slater atomic orbitals,
however, are not orthogonal to each other and make no
allowance for radial nodes. This is corrected for by an
orthogonalization process. For instance the STO 2s function
is made orthgonal to the by replacing (j)2g by '!> 2s *
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Is, 2s
, - S (|) )
2s Is,2s Is
(ID
where ®ls*2s overlap integral.
All possible knowledge of a system is contained in ip ;
to retrieve that knowledge expectation values are
introduced. The expectation value of the Hamiltonian
operator gives the energy of the system <E> as.
<E> = / ip* H dx (12)
The Schroedlnger equation can not be solved exactly
for a many-electron system. One approximation method which
may be applied to the Schroedlnger equation is the
variational method. The variational method uses different
test functions until the function giving the lowest energy,
<E>, is found.
From the ab Initio viewpoint, the self-consistent field
molecular orbital theory involves the actual calculations
of orbitals for many-electron systems based on the variation
principle. The expectation value of the energy for a
closed-shell configuration can be expressed by
<E> = <tp |h| tp> (13)
The Hamiltonian operator for a molecule can be split
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into one- and two-electron parts
H = + H2 (14)
where
H, = Z H,1 (p)
P
(15)
The quanity (in atomic units) is the one - electron
Hamiltonian corresponding to the motion of an electron in
the field of bare nuclei, the charge of the nucleus A being
Z
A*








Separating the Hamiltonian allows for a corresponding
separation of the electronic energy into one- and two-
electron parts. The expression for the total electronic
energy becomes,
n n n n
E = 2);Hii+ II (2Jij-Kij) (17)
i i ij(’‘i)










Kij = //ti*(l) i|»j(l) ti(2) dTjdT2
^12
From the variational principle, the best molecular
orbitals are obtained by varying the individual one-electron
functions until the minimum energy is obtained. The






The computer program CINDO uses the semiempirica 1
methods CNDO (complete neglect of differential overlap) and
INDO (intermediate neglect of differential overlap). CNDO
treats explicitly valence or bonding electrons, Ignoring
nonbonding electrons which are treated as a part of a rigid
core. The basic approximations of CNDO^ are:
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1) Replacing the overlap matrix by the unit matrix in
the Roothaan equations and neglecting the overlap
integrals Syv in normalizing the molecular
orbitals.
2) Neglecting differential overlap in all two-
electron Integrals so that
(yv|Xo) = •3)Reducing the remaining set of coulomb-type
integrals to one value per atom pair,
(yv|XX) = (|)y on A, (|)x on B .4)Neglecting monatomic differential overlap (in an
invariant manner) in the interaction integrals
involving the cores of other atoms
(mIVbIv) = Vab.5)Taking diatomic off-diagonal core matrix elements
to be proportional to the corresponding overlap
integrals
pv <|»y on A, (t>y on B
Here ,
(yvjXo) = //<j»y(l) <|»v(l) JL ‘l'X(2) 4'a(2) dTidT2
^^12
Y^ is the average electrostatic repulsion between an
electron on atom A and an electron on atom B,
Yab “ //Sa^(1) (^12)"^ S^2(2) dxi dT2
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(yv|Xa) = XX)
is the zero differential overlap approximation and is
the interaction of any valence electron on atom A with the
core of atom B,
''ab = ^ dtj
The CNDO approximation allows for the breakdown of
energy into single-center and two-center contributions,
«tot,l - I + I EaB (19)
H A
The overlap Integrals and the core Hamiltonian element are
obtained using the CNDO/I and CNDO/II parameterizations^•
These methods differ in the way they treat penetration
integrals and the one center atomic core integrals*
Different interactions between two electrons with
parallel or opposite spins are provided for by the INDO
semlemp1r1ca 1 method. The repulsion energy exhibited by
two electrons on the same atom but in different orbitals
having parallel spins is compensated for in INDO. The
equation representing this small repulsion energy is given
as,
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(yv|]iV) = //<j)y(l) <t'y(2)_l_ <^y(l)(|>y(2) dTidT2 (20)
^12
Still yet another semiempirical method to be defined is
NDDO (neglect of diatomic differential overlap); this method
makes the assumption that all repulsion integrals are
Included which involve overlap of pairs of orbitals of the
same atom. Integrals involving overlap between AOs of
different atoms are still neglected.
The MNDO method (modified neglect of diatomic overlap)
was developed as an alternative procedure for estimating
the NDDO repulsion integrals.
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EXPERIMENTAL
Three programs were investigated for possible
implementation on the IBM-PC system; this system was also
expanded to Include the IBM-PC XT. The programs were
obtained from the Quantum Chemistry Program Exchange of the
Chemistry Department at Indiana University, Bloomington,
Indiana. Two of these programs, CINDO, QCPE No. 240, and
MNDO, QCPE No. 353, perform molecular orbital theory
calculations. The third program, COORD, QCPE No. 186,
computes atomic cartesian coordinates given bond distances
and angles. The following presents a description of each of
the programs, as well as an overview of the network
underlying the operation of the programs. Also the
techniques used to develop the executable programs for the
IBM-PC and XT are described.
Each of the programs were compiled using the Microsoft
Fortran Compiler, version 3.14 and linked utilizing the
Microsoft Fortran Linker, version 3.14. CINDO and MNDO were
linked with the appropriate library so as to utilize the
8087 numeric coprocessor. In order to begin the compilation
process it was necessary to subdivide the programs CINDO and
MNDO into smaller segments to avoid limits on compile time
memory. The program CINDO is comprised of 1400 source code
lines and MNDO is comprised of 5200 source code lines. Due
to the size of MNDO, compilation and linkage are possible
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only on the IBM PC / XT equipped with a hard disk.
A list of general changes made as well as changes
specifc to each of the programs investigated are given in
Appendix D and described in detail below.
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CINDO
CINDO is a MO calculation program written in Fortran IV
for the IBM 360/65 digital computer. CINDO does CNDO and
INDO calculations for both open-shell and closed-shell
molecules provided that the number of atoms, net charge,
multiplicity, and x, y, and z cartesian coordinates for a
given molecule are supplied. The option 'open-shell' makes
a limited allowance for the repulsion interactions involving
the valence electrons, whereas the 'c1osed-she 11' option
treats the valence electrons as if they were a part of a
rigid core. A description of input to CINDO and example of
an input file are found in Appendix A.
One output file is produced, which includes tables of
the overlap integral matrix, coulomb integral matrix, core
Hamiltonian, electronic energy, Hartree-Fock energy matrix,
eigenvalues and eigenvectors, density matrix, the total and
orbital binding energies, and dipole moments.
CINDO is comprised of 18 subroutines and a main program
in which a program description and input format may be
found. After the molecular data is read, the main program
then calls the subroutines which perform the MO calculation;
HUCKCL, SCFCLO, CPRINT for a closed-shell molecule and
HUCKOP, SCFOPN, OPRINT for an open-shell molecule. A
qualitative description of each subroutine taken from
reference 1 is given below.
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COEFFT assigns the non-zero coefficients used in
calculating the overlap and coulomb integrals* These
coefficients were originally contained in vectors Y(9135)
and Z(765) of the original CINDO program; they have been
replaced by vectors Y(224) and Z(87) now containing only
non-zero coefficients. Two vectors IY(224) and IZ(87) were
added which identify the indices of the non-zero
2
coefficients. The subroutine INTGRL computes the overlap
and coulomb integral matrices, storing them in
COMMON/ARRAYS/ and COMMON/GAB/, respectively. The method of
the integral evaluation has been outlined in reference 1.
Integrals are calculated for pairs of atoms using a local
diatomic coordinate system. The overlap Integrals are
transformed to the molecular coordinate system using the
rotation matrix formed in subroutine HARMTR. In addition,
INTGRL calls subroutines SS, HARMTR, RELVEC, FACT, BINTGS,
AINTGS and MATOVT.
The subroutine HUCKCL performs a ZDO (zero-differential
overlap) extended Huckel-type approximation to the Fock
matrix with diagonal elements formed from -1/2 (I + A)
and off-diagonal elements formed from ^^a°^
where I and A are the ionization potential and electron
affinity, respectively, and is the bonding parameter
that depends only on atom A. This matrix is diagonalized
and an initial density matrix is constructed. Subroutine
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SCFCLO takes as input the initial density matrix and the
CNDO or INDO core Hamiltonian. The Fock matrix is formed
within this subroutine by first adding the CNDO integrals
and then INDO corrections to these integrals depending on
which option is used. This matrix is diagonalized and a new
density matrix is formed which is then used to construct a
new Fock matrix. This procedure is repeated until the
electronic energy converges to 10 It is at this point
that the Fock matrix is printed, after which it is
diagonalized once more. Finally, the resulting eigenvectors
are printed. After the formation of a new Fock matrix and
before it is diagonalized, the electronic energy is
computed; a limit of 25 iterations are allowed.
Dipole moments, atomic densities, and the nuclear
repulsion energy are computed in the subroutine CPRINT. The
subroutine HUCKOP is similar to HUCKCL except that the
initial Huckel eigenvectors are used to form the a and 3
density matrices. The core Hamiltonian is stored in the
third matrix of COMMON/ARRAYS/. The symmetrical alpha and
beta density matrices are stored by putting P® in the lower
-left triangle along with the diagonal elements of the
second matrix in COMMON/ARRAYS/. P^ is stored in the upper
triangle with its diagonal terms stored in PDIAG , where
occ
^
Pyv * ^ ^ ‘^Wi ‘^vi
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and the terms are defined the same as those in (8). The
P® is the summation over alpha electrons and p8 is the
summation over beta electrons.
P ® , P^ , and F® ,F® are handled in SCFOPN and are
stored in the same manner as the P matrices. Here F is the
Hartree-Fock hamiltonian operator
Fyv “V ^ [(yvjXa) - l/2(vXlvo)]
(yv|Xa) and (yX|vo) have been defined on page 10. Otherwise
this subroutine has the same structure as SCFCLO. The Fock
matrices are formed simultaneously and then each half is
separately diagonalized.
Subroutine OPRINT calculates the same properties as
those in CPRINT. In addition, a spin density matrix is
formed and from this isotropic hyperfine coupling constants
(for H, C, N, 0, F) are computed.
Finally, the remaining subroutines EIGN, SCFOUT, AND
EIGOUT are used in subroutines HUCKEL through OPRINT.
The CINDO source code files were transferred to the
IBM-PC, by means of downline loading the program from the
Vax 11/780 computer and then capturing it onto disk. In
order to complete the compilation process for the IBM-PC;
changes involving syntax were necessary. As part of these
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changes all double precision arguments were indicated by
placing a ”D” in front of them; for example:
SQR > DSQR.
Variables that represented character strings were originally
declared as integers. This is not an appropriate declaration
in Microsoft Fortran; therefore these variables had to be
declared using the CHARACTER statement,
INTEGERS [nlist] > CHARACTER*N [nlist].




The BLOCK DATA format as it is used in Fortran IV is
not acceptable in Microsoft Fortran. The error occurs when
data statements with variable names the same as a named
common block are used. An example of such a segment is
found in Appendix D. The entire block was deleted. The data
statements were replaced by assignment statements and
Inserted in the main program. Also, within the main program
a new variable ANN(20) was added to COMMON/INFO/. This
variable is used to represent the character string assigned
to the identification statement as part of the input data.
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At the end of compilation and linkage, two
modifications of CINDO were made. The program as it was
obtained from the Vax 11/780 computer addresses up to 20
atoms amd 50 basis functions. The modifications resulted in
two new programs, CIND080 which addresses up to 35 atoms and
80 basis functions and CIND090, which addresses up to 45
atoms and 90 basis functions. In order to make these
modifications, variables within the common blocks ARRAYS,
INFOl, INFO, INFOC, and GAB were rediraensioned, expanding
the maximum number of atoms and basis functions to be
addressed in both cases.
The minimum random access memory (RAM) required to
execute each of these programs is as follows:
CIND050 - 256K of RAM
CIND080 - 320K of RAM
CIND090 - 384K of RAM
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COORD
COORD, written in Fortran IV, is a program that
calculates x, y, and z coordinates in three dimensional
molecules; provided that bond lengths, bond angles, and
dihedral angles are given. COORD is made up of a main
program and one subroutine, MATPRT. The main program reads
the data required for computations and accesses all files.
This segment also performs the calculations that produce the
information necessary for final output. The subroutine
MATPRT is called upon by the main program to print out the
matrix for the interatomic distances.
A description of input for COORD and an example of
input file are found in Appendix B.
Two output files are written whose designated filenames
are SYS$OUTP and COORD.PCH. The file SYS$OUTP is comprised
of three tables. The first table is simply a summary of the
information entered to perform the computations. The second
table provides the x, y, and z coordinates for each atom,
and the third table lists the interatomic distances for each
atom within the molecule.
The file COORD.PCH serves as a data file for direct
input to MIND03. MIND03 was programmed by M. J. S. Dewar
and revised by N. C. Baird, University of Texas. This file
contains a single table showing the coordinates for each
atom and corresponding atomic number.
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The COORD source code file was transferred to the IBM-
PC by means of downline loading the program from the VAX
11/780 computer and then capturing it onto disk. Before
complete implementation for the IBM-PC system was obtained,
some changes were made. These changes involved additions to
the program's format and syntax. A common block named /NAM/
was Inserted and included a variable NAME. NAME is the
variable name for the name or title of the molecule entered.
Since this variable represents a character string, the
character statement was needed. After these additions, the
program was restructured to read data entered at the
keyboard, ultilizing the data text file through DOS
redirection.
At the end of compilation and linkage, two
modifications of COORD were made. These modifications were
the addition of two more files among the existing output
files. These files are optional and are written upon
request. The first file, COORD.CIN, writes output data in
a format that can be used directly as input file to any
version of CINDO. The second file, COORD.MOL, writes data
that can be used as a direct input file to MOLEC. MOLEC is
a molecular modeling program written by Drs. G. Scott Owen
and James 0. Currie. When adding the two new files, two
other common blocks are needed, OPT and MOL. OPT lists
variables representing the options available in CINDO. MOL
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contains variables that represent the first 18 elements and
the connectivity matrix as it is used in MOLEC. Character
statements were again used for string variable declarations
along with assignment statements to make coresponding symbol
and atomic numbers agree.
The executable program marking these modifications of
COORD is named C00RD2. Input for C00RD2 is the same as that
of COORD, the only difference being the input for options to
programs CINDO and MOLEC as input files are written for
them. The input for MOLEC is described below:
NUMBER OF ATOMS AND MULTIPLICITY (FORMAT I4)
CONNECTIVITY FOR EACH ATOM (FORMAT 14)
A sample of input to COORD2 including these options is also
found in Appendix B.
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MINDO
MNDO Is a molecular orbital theory calculation program
orglnally written for the IBM 370/168 computer system,
utilizing the Fortran IV language. MNDO does MO
calculations by the MNDO method with geometry optimization
for closed-shell and open-shell molecules containing the
elements H, B, C, N, 0, F. The program utilizes a total of
six files; three disk files, two output files and an Input
file.
The Input file Is a data text file containing the
symmetry conditions, dependent functions and Internal
coordinates for the molecule. A description of the Input
and examples of Input files for MNDO are found In Appendix
C .
The disk files, DKFILEl, DKFILE2, and DKFILE3, are
unformatted files and are used to store eigenvalues and
eigenvectors, repulsion Integrals and the DFP Information
rendered after each SCF cycle. These files are deleted by
the system upon termination of the program. One of the two
output files, PUNCH.FIL, Is optional. It Is written upon
request and contains the optimized geometry. The second




b) initial Cartesian coordinates and interatomic
dis tances
c) information about the DFP optimization
d) DFP results: final heats of formation
gradients, internal coordinates, and
interatomic distances
e) SCF results: eigenvalues, eigenvectors, bond
order matrix, net atomic charges, energy
terms, and dipole moment
f) summary of results.
The program in its entirety consists of five sections:
a control section, DFP optimization section, input section,
SCF section and the output section. A detailed description
of each section is given in comments at the beginning of
that section within the program. Below is a summary of the
functions of each section.
The control section contains the general all-purpose
subroutines and the main segment in which all of the
remaining sections are called. There are six general
subroutines. VECPRT serves as a printing routine for a
linear array as a lower triangle of a matrix. Subroutine
GMETRY calculates the Cartesian coordinates from the
internal coordinates. The parameter values and dependent
parameters are computed within subroutine SYMTRY, based on
the symmetry conditions and dependent functions. Subroutine
HADDON predefines the dependent functions. Lastly, the
suroutlne GIVENS calculates elgenvales and eigenvectors (by
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3the Givens method ) of a real symmetric matrix stored in
packed upper triangular form.
The second section contains subroutines for DFP
optimization. Subroutine FLEPO attempts to minimize a real¬
valued function f of the N-component real vector X by the
Davidon-F1etcher-Powe11 (DFP) algorithm.^’^ The subroutines
LINMIN, LOCMIN, EXCHNG, COMPFG, PUNIN, and PUNOUT work
interchangeably to produce the final optimization
information.
The input section consists of seven subroutines. PARAM
lists the MNDO parameters for the elements H, B, C, N, 0, F.
METHOD reads the input data for DFP options, whereas the
molecular data is read by the INPUT, and the geometry of
the internal coordinates input data is read by ESTIM.
SETUPS, reads the input data for configuration interaction.
In addition to reading input data these subroutines also
rewrite this data to the OUTPUT.FIL.
The fourth section of the program computes the core
Hamiltonian and related integrals in the subroutine HCORE.
ROTMAT forms the rotation matrix and subroutine BETAIJ the
core resonance Integrals. The subroutine ROTATE computes
the repulsion and nuclear attraction integrals over the
molecular coordinates. The two-center repulsion integrals
and the nuclear attraction integrals in local coordinates
are computed in REPP. The SCF interactions are set in the
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routine ITER. The heat of formation is computed in the
subroutine HEAT; the bond order matrix and electronic energy
are calculated in the routines BORDER and ESCF,
respectively. SPCG calculates the repulsion between
electron 1 in molecular orbitals Cl, C2 and electron 2 in
C3, C4 for the valence shell at the NDDO level. The
gradients of the energy are computed in the routine DERIV
and the energy increments for gradients of closed-shell
systems in DHCORE. The overlap integrals are computed in
the subroutine OVERLP. The subroutines DFOCK, SET, BONTYP,
AINTGS, and BINTGS are called upon to aid in the various
computation processes. Lastly, the subroutine CIS computes
the configuration interaction.
The final section of the program, the output section,
calls upon a list of subroutines that function to print out
the summation of the various results. These subroutines
are:
PRTDFP - prints DFP results
PRTCIS - prints configuration interaction results
PRTSCF - prints the SCF results
PRTLST - prints a summary of results
DIPOLE - calculates and prints dipole moment
The subroutine MATOUT serves as a format for printing
matrices.
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MNDO was made accessible to the IBM-PC XT, by way of
downline loading the program and capturing it onto disk from
a DEC-20 computer. To produce an executable program for the
XT, the changes described below were made.
The BLOCK DATA segment was removed and the data
statements replaced by assignment statements within the main
program of the control section. The vector H in
COMMON/ORBITS/ was redimensioned to 8192 (the maximum array
size for the IBM-PC system), resulting in the breakdown of
ORBITS in some of the other subroutines. Where applicable,
the COMMON/ORBITS/ C ( 7 5,5 0 ) , H ( 2 8 5 0 ) , F ( 2 8 5 0 ) , E 1E N( 5 0 ) , Q ( 5 0 )
was broken up and new common blocks added;
COMMON/ORBITS/C(75,50),H(2850)
COMMON/0RB2/F(2850),ElEN(50),Q(50)
Orginally, the control section also contained a timing
routine, subroutine TIME. This subroutine held no
significant purpose to the IBM-PC XT and therefore it was
deleted.
Within the subroutine ROTATE, at line 00034850, a
computational statement with a series of continuation lines
was separated into three execution statements and later
summed together to give the final value for W(KI). Within
the subroutines VECPRT and PRTLST the variables Q and QQ,
respectively, were deleted from dimension statements and
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replaced In character statements.
A further syntax change was,
DFLOAT > DBLE.
Also, variables that had been assigned string terms were not
recognized in the form of data statements and were therefore
deleted. These variables, however, were replaced by using









The final addition to the program was the designation
of files that were opened in the main segment of the control
section. (In the orginal program these files are referenced
to as tapes.) These files are made accessible by the use of
the OPEN statement. However, they are closed upon
termination of the program. Also information for input is
read from the screen or through a data file by DOS
redirection.
MNDO addresses up to 35 atoms, 75 basis functions and
99 geometrical variables to be optimized.
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RESULTS
Below are execution times for CINDO and MNDO on the IBM
PC / XT. A comparison of execution times for CINDO on the
IBM - PC with that of the VAX 11/780 was also made. The
molecule ribose was used, on the IBM - PC the time recorded
was 45 minutes and on the VAX 11/780 the time was 15
minutes. The executable code size for CINDO is 106496 bytes
and MNDO, 195402 bytes. Due to the size of MNDO it can only
be executed on an IBM PC / XT equipped with a 10 MHz hard
disk. The data retrieved upon execution of the modified
programs was identical to that as supplied by QCPE.
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Execution Times for CINDO.




Execution Times for MNDO.
MOLECULE TIME (mins)
METHANOL, 0 degrees, 30 degrees, 60 degrees 22*
VINYL CATION , C2V 8
ETHYLENE 6
The hydrogen atom attached to the oxygen atom and one of
the hydrogen atoms attached to the carbon lie in the same
plane at 0 degrees. 30 and 60 degree rotations represent




Having completed the adaptation of the programs CINDO,
COORD, and MNDO for the IBM - PC and IBM - PC/XT and
verified the data obtained, the newly developed programs
have been submitted to QCPE for redistribution.
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APPENDIX A
Below Is a description of input to CINDO:
INPUT IS READ IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER
(1) AN IDENTIFICATION LINE WHICH IS PRINTED IN THE
OUTPUT
(2) OPTION(WAVE FUNCTION OPTION) AND OPNCLO(OPEN OR
CLOSED SHELL)
THE FORMAT IS 14,IX,14 AND THE KEY WORDS ARE;
FOR THE WAVE FUNCTI0N(I4) CNDO INDO
FOR THE OPEN-CLOSED OPTION(I6) OPEN CLSD
(3) NATOM,CHARGE,MULTIP F0RMAT(3I4)
(4) ATOMIC NUMBER,X COORD.,Y COORD.,Z COORD.-
1 LINE ENTRY/ATOM FORMAT (14,3 (3X, Fl 2.7 ) )
(5) IF ANOTHER PROBLEM FOLLOWS,THIS LINE ENTRY IS
BLANK.
IF END OF DATA ENTER -01 IN COLUMNS 1-3.















Below is a description of input to COORD:
CHARGE AND NAME (FORMAT I2,9A4)
NUMBER OF ATOMS AND ATOMIC NO. OF ATOMS A, 2, AND 3
(FORMAT 412)
KWIK ANGLE TYPE, THE 1-2 AND 2-3 DISTANCES AND THE
1-2-3 TORSIONAL ANGLE (FORMAT 11,2F7.4,FI 4.7 )
THE NUMBERS OF THREE NONCOLLINEAR ATOMS WITH KNOWN
COORDINATES, A FOURTH(D) ATOM FOLLOWED BY ITS ATOMIC
NUMBER (FORMAT 5I2)
THE ANGLE TYPE, THE C-D DISTANCE, AND IF NECESSARY
THE B-C-D BOND ANGLE, AND THE A-B-C-D DIHEDRAL ANGLE
(FORMAT II ,F7.4,2F14.7)
The following is a sample of an input file for COORD.
OPROPENE(COORD TEST CASE-ANGLES FED IN EXPLICITLY)
9 6 6 6
2 1.52 0 1.337 120.0
12 3 4 1
91.083 120.0 0.0
12 3 5 1
91.083 120.0 180.0
5 3 2 6 1
91.083 120.0 0.0
3 2 1 7 1
91.093 109.47122 0.0
3 2 1 8 1
91.093 109.47122 120.0
3 2 1 9 1
91.093 109.47122 240.0

































OPROPENE(COORD TEST CASE-ANGLES FED IN EXPLICITLY)
9 6 6 6
2 1.520 1.337 120.0
12 3 4 1
91.083 120.0 0.0
12 3 5 1
91.083 120.0 180.0
5 3 2 6 1
91.083 120.0 0.0
3 2 1 7 1
91.093 109.47122 0.0
3 2 1 8 1
91.093 109.47122 120.0




Below is a description of input for MNDO:
COLUMNS NAME FORMAT DESCRIPTION
***** LINE 1 **********************************************
*NOTE;- DUMMY CARRIAGE RETURN FOLLOWING HEADING
***** TIME LIMIT LINE *************************************
1-10 TLIMIT F10.5 TIME LIMIT IN SECONDS.
DEFAULT 100000.
11-20 SFDFP F10.5 DFP SAFETY FACTOR.
DEFAULT 1.5. THE JOB
WILL TERMINATE IF THE
REMAINING TIME IS LESS
THAN (SFDFP*TIME FOR THE
PREVIOUS DFP
CYCLE).
***** line for DFP OPTIONS *********************************
1-2 MAXEND 12 MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SCF
CALCULATIONS




FOR MAXEND.EQ.O AND FOR
MAXEND.GT.2 .
= 0 SET MAXEND- 9 9 9 9
(DEFAULT VALUE)
-1 ONE SCF CALCULATION
FOR EACH MOLECULE
-2 ONE SCF CALCULATION
FOR THE FIRST MOLECULE,
THEN SET MAXEND=9999 FOR
THE REMAINING MOLECULES
(USEFUL FOR REACTION PATH
CALCULATIONS)
3-4 IPRINT 12 PRINT SWITCH. +K WILL
PRINT GEOMETRY AND
GRADIENT EVERY K-CYCLES.









5-6 IREP 12 =1 OPTIMIZED GEOMETRY IS
SAVED ON FILE 7
7-8 lOPTC 12 -1 READ DFP PARAMETERS ON
THE FOLLOWING TWO LINES
FOR lOPTC.NE.l OMIT THE
NEXT TWO LINES
FOR lOPTC.NE.O PRINT THE
DFP OPTIONS
9-10 MIDDLE 12 -0 NORMAL JOB
=1 CONTINUATION OF A
PREVIOUS JOB USING
INFORMATION SAVED ON FILE
A
15-16 NWSKP 12 =1 DETAILED PRINTING IN
QUADRATIC SEARCH
19-20 JTDEL 12 JTDEL*DELL-STEP SIZE IN
RESTART SECTION WHEN
ELEMENTS OF H MATRIX ARE
NEGATIVE DEFAULT»6
21-30 PMSTE F10.5 MAXIMUM STEP SIZE TAKEN
AFTER RESTARTING H
MATRIX. RECOMMEND A
NUMBER 0.1 TO 0.5
DEFAULT=0.1
31-40 DELL FIO . 5 INCREMENT BY WHICH
VARIABLES ARE CHANGED TO
RESTART H MATRIX. THIS
VALUE DECREASES AS ENERGY
CHANGE DECREASES
DEFAULT=0.01
41-80 ROMENT 10A4 COMMENT ON DFP
OPTIMIZATION
OMIT IF lOPTC.NE.l **********************************
SPECIAL OPTIONS FOR DFP AND CUBIC LINE SEARCH ******




3-4 IIN 12 EXPONENT FOR LINE
MINIMIZATION TOLERANCE
(10**(-IIN)) DEFAULT 4.
5-6 lEND 12 EXPONENT FOR DFP
OPTIMIZATION TOLERANCE
(10**(-IEND)) DEFAULT 4.






11-20 FAC FIO. 5
ISCF)) EV.
DEFAULT 4 FOR GEOMETRY
OPTIMIZATION





RESET H MATRIX WHENEVER
31-40 XFAC FIO.5
THE COSINE OF THE ANGLE
BETWEEN THE GRADIENT AND
THE SEARCH DIRECTION IS
LESS THAN RST. DEFAULT
0.05









GRADIENT GT 1,THE PROGRAM
WILL TRY THIS MANY
ADDITIONAL CYCLES TO GET
ALL COMPONENTS LT 1.
DEFAULT=3
THE VALUE OF RST UNTIL
71-80 EYEAD FIO.5
THE PREDICTED DECREASE IN
ENERGY AS GIVEN BY -





ALPHA*P *G LT EYEAD
DEFAULT-0.005
***** OMIT IF lOPTC.NE.l **********************************
***** SPECIAL OPTIONS FOR QUADRATIC LINE SEARCH **********
1-5 MXCONT 15 NUMBER OF SCF
CALCULATIONS ALLOWED FOR
EACH LINE SEARCH. DEFAULT
15.
6-15 YMAXST FlO.5 VARIABLE USED TO
DETERMINE MAXIMUM VALUE
FOR ALPHA. DEFAULT 0.1






****** title line FOR MOLECULE
0.0001




















“9 9 TO END THE RUN
MULTIPLICITY




INITIAL BOND ORDER MATRIX
FOR SCF.
“3 BOND ORDER MATRIX WILL
BE READ IN FROM FILE 2.
“0 THE TRIAL GEOMETRY IS
READ IN.
“1 A NEW VALUE OF THE
REACTION COORDINATE IS
INPUT. THE REST OF THE




THE REST OF THE GEOMETRY






(USEFUL FOR CHECKING THE
INPUT DATA).
“1 BOND ORDER MATRIX IS
SAVED ON FILE 2.
“1 EIGENVECTORS AND













NUMBER OF SCF ITERATIONS.
DEFAULT=99.
=-l PRINTS NO SCF-
INFORMATION.
=- 0 PRINTS C,P MATRICES,
NET CHARGES, AND DIPOLE
MOMENT (DEFAULT VALUE)
=+l PRINTS H,F MATRICES,
TOO.
-+2 PRINTS ELECTRONIC





CONDITIONS ARE TO BE
INPUT.
NON-ZERO IF DEPENDENT
FUNCTIONS ARE TO BE
INPUT. THESE DEPENDENT
FUNCTIONS RELATE CHANGES
IN THE PARAMETERS TO EACH















Cl. FOR EXCITED SINGLET,
OPEN-SHELL 3*3 Cl.
FIRST SCF EXTRAPOLATION




NSTEP CYCLES. DEFAULT 4.
TITLE FOR THE MOLECULE.
*** ONE LINE PER ATOM**












= 99 IF THE ATOM IS A
DUMMY (IE. TO ASSIST IN
THE DEFINITION OF THE
GEOMETRY)




ATOMS I AND NA(I).
=-l IF A(1,I) IS THE
REACTION COORDINATE.
= 0 IF A(1,I) IS NOT TO
BE OPTIMIZED.




= - 1 , 0 , + l AS WITH LA.
THE ANGLE BETWEEN THE
VECTORS NC(I)-NB(I)
NA(I)-(I ) IN DEGREES
MEASURED CLOCKWISE IN THE
DIRECTION B TO A.
= -1,0,+ 1 AS WITH LA AND
LB .
ATOM NUMBER (SEE ABOVE).
ATOM NUMBER (SEE ABOVE).
ATOM NUMBER (SEE ABOVE).
***** note ***** SIMPLIFIED INPUT FOR ATOMS 1-3.
ATOM 1, ONLY NAT(l). ATOM
2, ONLY NAT(2),A(1,2),LA.




NB(3) = 1 .
END INPUT OF GEOMETRY
WITH A BLANK LINE.
**** SYMMETRY DATA ***** kSYM******************************
**** part 1 ***** SYMMETRY DATA TO BE IMPOSED BEFORE
COMPUTING DEPENDENT PARAMETER VALUES.
ONE LINE PER SET OF EQUAL BOND LENGTHS,
EQUAL ANGLES, OR EQUAL TWIST ANGLES. IF
KDEP-1, BUT THERE ARE NO SYMMETRY
CONDITIONS TO BE IMPOSED BEFORE
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COMPUTING THE PARAMETERS, A BLANK LINE
MUST BE INSERTED. END INPUT WITH A BLANK
LINE .
1-2 ISYM(11,1) 12 ATOM NUMBER ON WHICH THE
VARIABLE PARAMETER OF THE
I-TH SET IS LOCATED.





11-12 ISYM(13,I) 12 THE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS







ATOM NUMBERS ON WHICH THE
REMAINING PARAMETERS OF
THE SET ARE LOCATED.
***** DEPENDENT PARAMETERS ***** KDEP=»1 *******************
ONE LINE FOR EACH PARAMETER THAT IS
DETERMINED BY CHANGES IN THE VARIABLE
PARAMETER. THE FUNCTIONS MUST BE
SUPPLIED BY THE USER IF THE ANGULAR
FUNCTIONS SUPPLIED IN SUBROUTINE HADDON





ATOM NUMBER ON WHICH THE
I-TH DEPENDENT PARAMETER
IS LOCATED.





THE FUNCTION NUMBER USED
TO EVALUATE THE I-TH
DEPENDENT PARAMETER.
THIS IS USED IN A GO TO(
, , ,...),IDEPFN
STATEMENT IN SUBROUTINE
HADDON OR THE USER
SUPPLIED SUBROUTINE
DEPVAR. VALUES 1 TO 14
ARE RESERVED FOR USE IN
SUBROUTINE HADDON.
VALUES GREATER THAN 14
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MUST BE USED IN
SUBROUTINE DEPVAR.




21-22 LOCPAR(I) 12 LOCATION OF THE PARAMETER
USED TO DEFINE THE I-TH
DEPENDENT PARAMETER.
24 LTYPE 11 TYPE OF PARAMETER AT
LOCPAR(I)
***** SYMMETRY DATA (CONTINUED) ***** KSYM-1 KDEP=1 ******
***** part 2 ***** SYMMETRY DATA TO BE IMPOSED AFTER
COMPUTING DEPENDENT PARAMETER
VALUES. IF THERE ARE NO MORE
SYMMETRY CONDITIONS AFTER
COMPUTING THE DEPENDENT PARAMETERS,
A BLANK LINE MUST BE INSERTED.
INPUT OF SYMMETRY DATA IS THE SAME
AS IN PART 1. END INPUT WITH A
BLANK LINE.
***** CONFIGURATION INTERACTION ***** KCI=1 ***************
1-5 LROOT 15 Cl STATE WHOSE GEOMETRY
IS OPTIMIZED. DEFAULT 1.
6-10 K 15 K , L , M , N ARE THE MO S
INVOLVED IN Cl.
11-15 L 15 GROUND-STATE 2*2 Cl.
DOUBLE EXCITATION
16-20 M 15 K TO L. DEFAULT HOMO TO
LUMO
21-25 N 15 EXCITED SINGLET 3*3 Cl. K
AND L SINGLY OCCUPIED,
SINGLE EXCITATIONS K TO
M,L TO N DEFAULT HOMO-1
TO HOMO, HOMO TO HOMO-1.
***** input for THE NEXT MOLECULE *************************
AT THIS POINT, THE NEXT MOLECULE CAN BE READ IN
STARTING WITH THE TITLE LINE. TO TERMINATE THE JOB, SET
KHARGE-99 (COLUMNS 1-2 OF THE TITLE LINE).
SIMPLIFIED INPUT FOR REACTION PATHS. AFTER THE FIRST
POINT, SET KGEOM*l (OR 2) IN THE TITLE LINE OF THE NEXT
POINTS, AND THEN READ ** ONLY ** THE FOLLOWING LINE.
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**** A NEW REACTION COORDINATE VALUE ONLY *** KGEOM.GE.l **
1-2 LREACT(l) 12 ATOM NUMBER WITH REACTION
COORDINATE





11-20 REACT F10.5 THE NEW VALUE FOR THE
REACTION COORDINATE.
21-22 NPOINT 12 IDENTIFICATION NUMBER ONE
MAY USE TO DISTINGUISH
BETWEEN DIFFERENT POINTS
IN A REACTION PATH.
Three sample input files for MNDO are given below.
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1 1.086 1 121.2
1 1.086 121.2
1 1.086 121.2






3 1 3 4 5 6





MNDO TRIAL FILE II.
300.
1 1 VINYL CATION, CLASSICAL STRUCTURE, C2V
6 1.33 1
99 1.00 90.
1 I .08 1 90. 180. 2 3 11 1.08 1 120 . 1 180. 1 2 31




















1.10 1 110. 1










Syntax changes common among all programs
All double precision arguments were indicated by placing a
’D* in front of those arguments.
ex: SQR > DSQR
DEFLOAT > DBLE
All variables declared as integers representing string terms
were redeclared using the CHARACTER statement,




segments were deleted and the variable assignments
using assignment statements. An example of a






DATA GSS/ 12.848D0, O.DO,
1 0.D0,0.D0,10.59D0,12.23D0,13.59D0,15.42D0,16.92D0,0.D0,
2 O.DO,O.DO, O.OODO, 9.82D0,11.56D0,12.88D0,15.03D0,0.DO/
DATA GPP/ O.DO,O.DO,
1 O.DO,O.DO,8.86DO,11.08D0,12.98DO,14.52DO,16.71DO,O.DO,
2 O.DO,O.DO, O.OODO, 7.31DO, 8.64D0, 9.90D0,11.30D0,0.DO/
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DATA GSP/ O.DO ,0.D0,
1 O.DO,O.DO,9.56DO,ll.47PO,12.66DO,14.48D0,17.25D0,0.D0,
2 O.DO,O.DO, O.OODO, 8.36DO,10.08D0,11.26DO,13.16DO,0.DO/
DATA GP2/ O.DO,O.DO,
1 O.DO,O.DO,7.86DO, 9.84D0,11.59D0,12.98D0,14.91D0,0.DO,
2 O.DO,O.DO, O.OODO, 6.54D0, 7.68D0, 8.83D0, 9.97D0,0.D0/
DATA HSP/ O.DO,O.DO,
1 0.D0,0.D0,1.81D0, 2.43D0, 3.14D0, 3.94D0, 4.83D0,0.D0,
2 O.DO,O.DO, O.OODO, 1.32D0, 1.92D0, 2.26D0, 2.42D0,0.D0/
DATA HPP/ O.DO,O.DO,
1 0.D0,0.D0,0.50D0, 0.62D0, 0.70D0, 0.77D0, 0.90D0,0.D0,






Changes specific to CINDO




The variable ANN(20) was added to common block INFO.
COMMON/INFO/ ANN(20)
Changes specific to COORD
A common block, NAM containing the variable NAME was added.
COMMON/NAM/ NAME
Changes specific t o MNDO
Redeclaration and assigning of the variables BLANK, STAR,
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PLUS, QQ, and Q was done. Below is an example of how these









In the subroutines VECPRT and PRTLST the following change
was made:
DIMENSION Q(3),QQ(3) changed to CHARACTER*! Q,QQ
The maximum size of an array for the IBM PC /XT is 64k
this corresponds to a vector of size 8192; to accommodate
the IBM PC the following common blocks were redlmensloned,








Within the subroutine ROTATE the following
computational statement was to long and had to be separated.




























C COMPUTATION TIME IN 10**(-5) SECONDS
C *
IT-0
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